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THE BRITISH STANDARD SINCE 1781
For more than two hundred and thirty years Asprey has stood for fine craftsmanship and excellent service.
It is these traditions, even in the most modern of times, that set Asprey apart.
We invite you to experience our new and iconic collections for ladies, gentlemen, the home and entertaining.

FINE JEWELLERY

TIMEPIECES

LEATHER GOODS

SILVER

CHINA

SHOP ALL COLLECTIONS AT ASPREY.COM

CRYSTAL

BOOKS

Since 1781, Asprey has been creating handmade luxury
goods of the highest quality incorporating the finest
materials, unrivalled craftmanship and unique design.
This year we have the pleasure of celebrating the opening
of our new Tokyo flagship store in Ginza in partnership with
the venerable Sun Motoyama.
We thank and salute our partners Mr Choichiro and
Mr Kiichiro Motoyama and dedicate to their honour
our newly designed and hand-crafted Pagoda shaker.
Requiring 102 hours of work by our master silversmiths
to be made, the Pagoda shaker is the perfect example of
Asprey’s dedication to innovation, quality, and refinement.
With our best wishes,
John Rigas
Chairman of the Board

Discover the new films at Asprey.com

Jewellery
Asprey has a long and established
history in the art of creating exceptional
jewellery. Precious stones are ethically
sourced from select mines around the
world, then cut and polished to enhance
the gem’s natural beauty and encased
into signature Asprey designs.

Coloured Diamonds
Asprey has been offering coloured
diamonds since the 19th century, originally
considered the preserve of Royal Houses
and Maharajas. The collections are
curated on the basis of three criteria:
quality, scarcity, and beauty. Created by
nature, they have reached their final form
by the touch of a human hand. Their vivid
and deep colours are both enchanting
and magnetic, amplified by immaculately
executed settings.

JEWELLERY CD

FANCY VIVID YELLOW DIAMOND RING 12.09ct rectangular cut
yellow diamond with brilliant cut diamond shoulders set in 18ct white gold.

EXTRAORDINARY FANCY VIVID YELLOW DIAMOND COLLECTION 51 brilliant cut yellow diamonds 55.25ct, encased in pavé diamond
set domes joined together by pavé diamond set spheres with matching earrings. All set in 18ct white gold.

THE LOTUS FLOWER NECKLACE 2.05ct Fancy Intense Pink pear-shape diamond set within a lotus flower motif, with brilliant cut colourless
diamonds and a pavé set diamond ring buoying a 6.02ct Fancy Intense Yellow-Green pear-shape diamond. Set in platinum.
LES ROSES DE JOSEPHINE SET 3.19ct and 3.10ct Fancy Yellow-Green pear-shape diamond earrings, surrounded by rose cut pink
diamonds. 3.01ct Fancy Purplish Pink pear-shape diamond ring surrounded by rose cut green diamonds. Set in 18ct rose and yellow gold.

THE STORM COLLECTION Set with brilliant cut diamonds. Necklace, cuff and ring. All set in 18ct white gold.

EXCEPTIONAL COLOURED SAPPHIRE NECKLACE Mixed cut multi sapphire and diamond necklace set in platinum and 18ct white gold.

LATTICE NECKLACE Emerald and diamond necklace set in platinum and 18ct white gold.
CLASSIC TEAR DROP EARRINGS Marquise and brilliant cut diamond and pear-shape emerald drop earrings, set in 18ct white gold.

THE COLOUR CHAOS COLLECTION Set with green and pink tourmalines, amethysts, peridots, citrines, kunzites and blue topazes.
Necklace, bracelet and earrings. All set in 18ct white gold.

THE TANZANITE LOTUS COLLECTION Pear-shape tanzanite, multi-faceted bead and pavé diamond necklace and matching earrings.
All set in 18ct yellow gold.

The Woodland Collection
The natural beauty of British
woodland flora inspires Asprey’s
coveted Woodland collection, all
featuring the Oak Leaf motif. The
collection includes detachable
bracelet charms in whimsical designs
and woodland inspired creatures
including the ladybird, robin and
butterfly, with enamel and precious
stone detailing.

THE WOODLAND OAK LEAF COLLECTION Set with pavé diamonds. Single oak leaf bracelet, earrings, pendant,
ring and bangle. All available in 18ct yellow or white gold.

THE WOODLAND CHARM COLLECTION Mini charm bracelet with seven fixed charms; apple, strawberry, gooseberry, blackberry, cherry,
pear and oak leaf set in 18ct yellow gold. Charm bracelet with pavé diamonds, charms in a combination of 18ct yellow gold, pavé diamond,
tsavorites and enamel. See price list for details.

THE SUNFLOWER COLLECTION Set with pavé diamonds. Bracelet, pendant and earrings. All in 18ct yellow gold.

THE 167 BUTTON COLLECTION Pavé diamond and precious stones set in 18ct rose, yellow or white gold.
See price list for details.

PILLOW HEART PENDANTS Set with pavé diamonds. All in 18ct white gold.
FLIP RINGS In a combination of pavé diamond and precious stones, set in 18ct rose, yellow or white gold.
See price list for details.

PLATINUM DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RINGS Emerald cut diamond with graduated
baguette shoulders. Round brilliant cut diamond with tapered baguette shoulders.
Asscher cut diamond in classic setting.
SAVOY ENGAGEMENT RING Asprey cut diamond solitaire with pavé diamond shoulders
set in platinum.

CUFFLINKS Bull and bear in 18ct yellow gold, nut and bolt and bulldog, both in sterling silver. Green, purple and blue dome cufflinks with
diamond centre and 167 cufflinks with amethyst centre, all in 18ct yellow gold. Sapphire; citrine and peridot; mother of pearl
and diamond cufflinks all set in 18ct white gold.

CUFFLINKS Black onyx and mother of pearl with diamond centre in
sterling silver. A selection of 167 cufflinks in enamel and sterling silver.
Vintage ‘A’ cufflinks in purple enamel and sterling silver.

Leather
For generations, Asprey has produced the
finest leather goods, offering the best in
craftsmanship, style and design, adorned in
the finest leather and exotic skins. Vintage
designs are often revived and adapted
to modern day styles, many identified by
their signature patented Asprey locks and
closures, perfectly portraying Asprey’s
leather heritage and expert craftmanship.

The Belle
A contemporary top handle bag
featuring Asprey’s signature lock in
a nod to Asprey’s heritage. Perfectly
demonstrating Asprey’s timeless appeal
paired with a modern spirit.

BELLE In silver grey bullskin and nubuck.

BELLE MINI In cranberry python, blueberry crosshatch
leather and ginger bullskin and nubuck.

1781 MINI In hazelnut crocodile and 1781 Pochette in cranberry python.
1781 POCHETTE In blueberry crosshatch leather and 1781 Mini in lakeside blue crocodile.

POLO SMALL In cranberry bullskin and nubuck.
POLO MINI In blueberry python.

TAYLOR In silver grey bullskin and nubuck and Taylor Mini in savannah python.
MORGAN 18 In blueberry lizard and Taylor in marine bullskin and nubuck.

TAYLOR MINI In cranberry bullskin and nubuck.

THE 167
Named after the address of the New
Bond Street store, Asprey’s 167 Handbag
is the most recognized silhouette, defined
by its unique trapezium profile, finely
crafted top handle and distinctive front
lock closures. The rhodium-plated clasp,
also available in gold variations, is Asprey
patented since 1925, a key feature
originally from the Asprey archives.

167 MINI In blueberry lizard, cocoa bean and soft heather crocodile.

WILTSHIRE In ginger and cranberry bullskin and nubuck.

The Darcy
Distinguished by Asprey’s inimitable
craftsmanship and its extraordinary
shape, the iconic Darcy.

DARCY In havana crocodile.
DARCY MINI In blueberry python.

DARCY MINI In cerise crocodile.
DARCY 30CM In black crocodile.

167 MINI In black lizard, 1781 Pochette in black bullskin and 1781 Mini in black python.

1781 POCHETTE In black crocodile.
BELLE In black bullskin.

GRAFTON Zip purse in aegean bullskin and mini zip purse in ecru bullskin.
REGENT CONTINENTAL Purse in sea blue bullskin and French purse in cranberry bullskin.

GRAFTON Zip purse and French purse in royal blue python. Zip purse in raisin python.

BUTTON CUFFS 16mm and 25mm in crocodile. See price list for details.

CANTILEVER JEWELLERY BOX In forest grey chevre leather. Selection of jewellery from the Daisy Heritage
and Oak Leaf collections.

JEWELLERY BOXES In leaf, magenta and lagoon chevre leather.

The Londoner
The Asprey Londoner is a
collaboration with British
manufacturer Globe-Trotter. Luxury
and durability meet in this collection
of beautiful practical suitcases
and trolleys. Every detail has been
designed exclusively by Asprey from
colour and finish to selecting the
metals used on the fittings.

HANOVER BRIEFCASES Hanover I in black, Hanover II in cinnamon and Hanover III in black. All in saddle leather.

LONDONER LUGGAGE 18", 21", 28" and 30" in purple crosshatch.

GMT ACCESSORIES Cufflink box in espresso bullskin and three-fold wallet
in carbon and marine bullskin.

GMT COLLECTION Suit carrier, rucksack and trolley in marine and espresso. All in bullskin and nubuck.

GMT ACCESSORIES Cufflink box, watch box and passport cover in marine bullskin. Charger kit in espresso bullskin
and travel wallet in marine and carbon bullskin.
BURLINGTON BELT In black crocodile with sterling silver buckle.

BOND STREET COLLECTION Travel wallet in black shark skin, card slip case in black lizard
and card sleeve in black crocodile.

GMT Wallet and flat card case in marine horsehair and calf leather.
CARD CASE In black crosshatch leather.

CHESS CASE In red english saddle leather.

SCRABBLE SET In black lambskin.
HANOVER BACKGAMMON In marine saddle leather.

CELEBRATION ALBUMS In white and black calf leather.

HANOVER DESK ACCESSORIES In oxblood saddle leather. See price list for details.

Timepieces
Asprey has a great heritage in horology
dating back to the 19th Century, when
Asprey’s iconic Regulator clock once
stood in the window of the London flagship
store so that gentlemen could set their
temperamental timepieces by it. In later
years, Asprey began to work closely with
other esteemed watch and clock makers
creating the finest offering on Bond Street
including bespoke pieces customised
and stamped Asprey, still highly sought
after today.

THE ENTHEUS R2 TIMEPIECES Ladies 38mm in 18ct white gold with green guilloché dial and matching green alligator bracelet.
Ladies 38mm in 18ct white gold with purple guilloché dial and matching purple alligator bracelet.
Mens 42mm GMT in 18ct rose gold with black guilloché dial and matching black alligator bracelet.
Mens 42mm in 18ct rose gold with brown guilloché dial and matching brown alligator bracelet.

Rolex
Asprey London added leading luxury
watchmaker Rolex to its timepiece
portfolio in 2015, sold in the flagship
Mayfair store.
Each timepiece is designed,
manufactured, assembled, and
tested in the Rolex Switzerland
workshop by their world class
designers and technical experts, to
ensure each watch meets the high
standard of perfection set
by Rolex.

ROLEX WATCH COLLECTION
ROLEX DAY-DATE 40 In platinum with ice blue dial and 18ct white gold hour markers.
ROLEX CELLINI MOONPHASE 39 In 18ct everose gold with white dial and blue moonphase enamel disc.
ROLEX DAYTONA 40 In 18ct yellow gold with champagne dial and 18ct yellow gold chromalight hour markers and hands.
ROLEX SEA-DWELLER 43 In steel with black gloss finish dial and 18ct white gold chromalight hour markers and hands.
Available at 167 New Bond Street, London only.

Bovet
Since its foundation in 1822, BOVET, a Swiss
manufacturer of luxury timepieces, has
artfully combined the most sophisticated
mechanisms with the finest craftsmanship,
employing artisanal techniques such
as gem-setting, engraving, and
miniature painting.
Under the visionary guidance of owner
Pascal Raffy, BOVET acquired renowned
manufacturer DIMIER 1738 in 2006. He
immediately began producing the Maison’s
movements, balance-springs, cases and
dials in-house including the remarkable
Amadeo convertible case system, which
draws inspiration from the 19th century
pocket watches produced by BOVET for the
Chinese Emperor and collectors worldwide.
Today, BOVET demonstrates its excellence
through varied models that are emblematic
and remarkable as the Braveheart,
Ottantasei, Astérium, and Shooting Star
tourbillons, to name just a few of its icons.
Asprey’s boutiques offer a wide range of
the latest collections.

BOVET TIMEPIECE COLLECTION
19THIRTY DIMIER 42mm case in stainless steel with purple guilloché dial, crown set with a sapphire cabochon. Hours, minutes,
sub-seconds and 7-day power reserve indicator. Black alligator bracelet with purple stitches. Special edition BOVET for Asprey.
RÉCITAL 20 ASTÉRIUM 46mm case in 18ct red gold with blue quartz convex dial. Patented double-face flying tourbillon; registered design.
Hours, retrograde minutes, seconds on tourbillon, annual calendar, night sky, equation of time, precision moon phase indicator, season,
solstice and equinox indicator, astrological zodiac indicator and 10-day power reserve indicator. Brown alligator strap with brown stitches.
Limited edition of 60 movements.
RÉCITAL 19 MISS DIMIER 35.40x30.70mm case in stainless steel and pavé diamond bezel with blue lacquered and blue circular brushed
dial with 12 diamond indexes. Hours and minutes. Blue satin strap with blue stitches.

CLOCKS Gold plated Naval Chinoiserie clock – Limited Edition No.1 of 25. Mantel clock with 8-day power reserve, rhodium finish with glass
canopy and macassar wood base. Clic clac clock in sterling silver with engine turn pattern.

For the Home
Since 1781 the Asprey workshops have
been creating unique and exceptional pieces
of silver, crystal and china for our clients’
homes, palaces, or boats. Most items in
Asprey’s home collections become inextricably
cherished and connected with family traditions
and passed down from one generation
to another. The collections are created by
world famous craftsmen utilising traditional
techniques to interpret modern designs. Each
piece has its own source of inspiration and
provenance.

THE LION COLLECTION Gallery tray, wine/champagne coaster and biscuit barrel. All in sterling silver.

CAMPAIGN CHEST In sterling silver with burr walnut veneer interior.
GALLERY TRAY In sterling silver and havana lizard with a burr walnut veneer base.

STERLING SILVER ACCESSORIES Engine turn pattern key ring, business card holder, ladybird key ring with enamel detail, engravable
cufflinks, car key ring, bee key ring with enamel detail and double-sided compact mirror.

STERLING SILVER FRAMES Crosshatch and plain designs. Available in various sizes.
WOODLAND OAK LEAF FRAME In sterling silver.
STERLING SILVER AND GUILLOCHÉ ENAMEL FRAMES In purple, red, cream and bright blue. Available in various sizes.
See price list for details.

Animal Head Decanters
Asprey’s Animal Head Decanters have become
widely recognised for their craftsmanship and
as a novel addition to the bar. Each stopper is
hand modelled and produced in sterling silver in
Asprey’s Mayfair workshops by master silversmiths
to perfectly fit the mouth blown, hand cut, crystal
decanters. Special edition Blue and Green versions
are melted only four times a year, with an extremely
difficult production process, resulting in only 10%
or less of the final product reaching the Asprey
standard of perfection.

ANIMAL HEAD DECANTERS Badger head in smoke crystal, lion head in clear crystal, ram head in blue crystal, horse head in clear crystal,
rooster head in amber crystal and stag head in green crystal. All in sterling silver and lead-free crystal.

Asprey’s Cocktail Shakers
Since the golden age of cocktails, Asprey has been mastering the art of sophisticated
barware, producing the same iconic designs and new modern interpretations to the
current day.
The 1920s and 30s were a successful and defining time for Asprey, having fully
embraced the new Art Deco movement, where designs reflected this new energy and
originality, in the form of fun shakers and barware accompaniments. Asprey’s catalogues
of this era were beautiful anthologies of barware collections, still used by the in-house
designers drawing inspiration for the next in the series. The Pagoda Shaker is the perfect
illustration of this, taking 102 hours to create, the most technically challenging shaker to date.

PAGODA COCKTAIL SHAKER In sterling silver with red and green enamel detail.
RACING CAR COCKTAIL SHAKER In sterling silver with black and red enamel detail and ebony wheels.

BOBSLEIGH SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS In sterling silver with black and white enamel detail.
BOBSLEIGH COCKTAIL SHAKER In sterling silver with green, red and blue enamel detail.

ROCKET SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS In sterling silver with black and white enamel detail.
ROCKET COCKTAIL SHAKER In sterling silver with red enamel detail.

TEAR DROP DECANTER Facet cut crystal decanter with sterling silver stopper.
CROSSHATCH TUMBLERS In mouth-blown, hand cut, lead-free crystal.
GAMES TRAY In sterling silver and Formica®.

LIGHTHOUSE COCKTAIL SHAKER In sterling silver with yellow and black enamel detail.
AEROPLANE COCKTAIL SHAKER In sterling silver with white, black and blue enamel detail.

The Joy Bell
The Bell cocktail shaker was first
produced in silver plate in 1935 and
originally named the Joy Bell. One of the
first shakers to be advertised as a ‘novel
gift’ with the instruction to ‘swing the bell
to shake the cocktail’, an original, yet
practical gift.
The vintage design has been
reintroduced this year. Expertly created
in Asprey’s workshops by four skilled
silversmiths over twenty-eight hours,
a combination of age old and modern
techniques have been employed to
create this iconic piece in sterling silver.

JOY BELL COCKTAIL SHAKER In sterling silver.

BAR ACCESSORIES Horse and stag tumblers in mouth-blown and hand engraved
lead-free crystal. Duck head bottle stopper, opener, corkscrew and stag head
champagne cooler. All in sterling silver.

STAR CHAMPAGNE FLUTES Set of six, assorted colours in lead-free crystal.

HEXAGONAL LIQUEUR SET Decanter with four liqueur glasses in lead-free amber crystal.

THE FINE CROSSHATCH COLLECTION Red wine glass in sapphire, white wine glass in emerald and
water glasses in alexandrite and garnet. All in lead-free crystal.
THE BUBBLE CRYSTAL COLLECTION Ice bucket, decanter, red wine glass, white wine glass, champagne flute, tumbler, water glass,
martini glass and champagne saucer.

THE QUEEN’S COLLECTION Large and small strawberry serving bowls and set of six champagne cups, all in porcelain.

FISH PLATES Set of six plates with hand painted
detail, all in porcelain.

SATURN AND GRAPHIC BLUE COLLECTION In English fine bone china. Full table settings available in all collections.
See price list for details.

CROSSHATCH TEA SET Includes two plates, two cups and two saucers. Tea set includes teapot, creamer and sugar bowl.
Pair of egg cups. Exclusive Asprey design, hand painted porcelain with platinum detail by Meissen.

THE LEOPARD COLLECTION Tea set includes pot, creamer and sugar bowl. Pair of espresso cups and vide-poche.
All in fine bone china with gold detail.

VIDE-POCHES English garden collection in radish, asparagus and pea. Exclusive Asprey design, hand painted porcelain by Meissen.
ARCHITECTURE COLLECTION In yellow, orange and green. All in fine bone china.

Meissen
Asprey’s collaboration with Meissen
combines three hundred years
of expertise with Asprey’s design
sensibility, creating new collectable
designs with a modern and
timeless appeal.
Drawing inspiration from Meissen’s
design archives dating back to 1710,
collections such as the iconic Monkey
Orchestra has been modernised by
the Asprey design team, decorating
each figure with handpicked Meissen
patterns from important decorative
periods throughout the past two and a
half centuries.

THE QUARTET COLLECTION Forest green, garden blue and orchard
yellow four-sided porcelain vases. Exclusive Asprey design,
hand painted porcelain by Meissen.

ASPREY EDITION MONKEY ORCHESTRA COLLECTION Exclusive Asprey design, hand painted porcelain by Meissen.
See price list for details.

CRYSTAL BOXES In sapphire, peridot and citrine.
THE PRISM COLLECTION Short and tall candlesticks in emerald, bowl in smoke and clear, vase in peridot and clear.
All in facet cut crystal.

Four Seasons Vases
Asprey’s Four Seasons vases have
been created in studio glass, each vase
representing a season which has been hand
carved into lead-free glass vases using
diamond point drills and contemporary
carving techniques. Each piece is unique
and takes many hours to produce,
demonstrating complex glass engraving
skills and a quality synonymous with the
ethos of Asprey. This exclusive design is
made up of four vases; spring, summer,
autumn and winter.

RIBBON VASES In green, clear, grey and blue crystal.
RIBBON VOTIVE CANDLE HOLDERS Set of green, blue and grey crystal.

FOUR SEASONS VASE COLLECTION Height 19cm.
All in hand carved cameo studio glass.

UK
167 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON W1S 4AY
TEL: +44 (0) 20 7493 6767

SWITZERLAND
CHESA MUREZZAN, VIA SERLAS 35 – 37, 7500 ST. MORITZ, SWITZERLAND
TEL: +41 (0) 81 833 38 80

USA
853 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10021
TEL: +1 212 688 1811

AT THE BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL, 9641 SUNSET BOULEVARD, BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90210
TEL: +1 310 550 0520

AT THE SETAI HOTEL, 2001 COLLINS AVENUE, MIAMI BEACH, FL 33139
TEL: +1 305 532 2990

JAPAN
SUN MOTOYAMA GINZA, 6-6-7 GINZA, CHUO-KU, TOKYO 104-0061
TEL: +81 (3) 3573 0005

AT THE RITZ-CARLTON, OSAKA, 2-5-25 UMEDA, KITA-KU, OSAKA 530-0001
TEL: +81 (6) 6346 1881

5F TAKASHIMAYA OSAKA, 5-1-5 NAMBA, CHO-KU, OSAKA 542-8510
TEL: +81 (6) 6631 1298

BOLS, 1-1 NIJIGAOKA, MEITO-KU, NAGOYA 465-0078
TEL: +81 (52) 782 4847

FURTHER DETAILS AND THE FULL RANGE OF ALL COLLECTIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT ASPREY.COM

Discover the new films at Asprey.com

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PRICES LISTED ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT AT TIME OF PRINTING.
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